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Abstract— This paper investigates the nitrogen blanketing
front during the dead-ended anode (DEA) operation of a
PEM fuel cell. Surprisingly the dynamic evolution of nitrogen
and water accumulation in the dead-ended anode (DEA) of a
PEM fuel cell arrives to a steady-state suggesting the existence
of equilibrium behavior. We use a multi-component model
of the two-phase one-dimensional (along-the-channel) system
behavior to analyze and exploit this phenomenon. Specifically,
the model is first verified with experimental observations, and
then utilized for showing the evolution towards equilibrium.
The full order model is reduced to a second-order ordinary
differential equation (ODE) with one state, which can be used to
predict and amalyse the surprising but experimentally observed
steady state DEA behavior.
I. INTRODUCTION
Dead-end anode (DEA) operation of a PEM fuel cell has
been implemented by several groups [1], [2], [3] and applied
to a commercial fuel cell module Nexa (1.2 KW stack of 42
cells) from Ballard Power Systems [4]. In DEA operation,
hydrogen is fed into anode with regulated pressure at the
inlet , whereas the cathode is operated with conventional
flow-through conditions associated with a stoichiometry ratio
(SR) greater than one. Since the Nafion membrane is not an
ideal seperator, nitrogen and water can diffuse through the
membrane from the cathode and accumulate in the anode
due to the DEA. In a vertically oriented cell as shown
in Fig. 1, the reaction driven convective transport of gas
mixture towards the channel end, together with the diffu-
sion, produces an along-the-channel hydrogen depletion and
eventual starvation in the end-region. The spatial variation
of the species in the anode results in uneven local current
distribution, whereas the temporal depletion of hydrogen
leads to decreasing cell voltage with time under galvanostatic
operation. For example, in our 50 cm2 DEA cell experiment,
the voltage was dropping from 0.7 to 0.6 V in ~15 minutes
with an current density of 0.4 A/cm2 [5].
Purging of the anode is typically needed to release ac-
cumulated nitrogen and water and maintain a manageable
voltage range. A purge, normally taking 20-900 ms, is imple-
mented by a solenoid valve at the downsteam of the anode.
Since the anode pressure is regulated at the upsteam of
anode, the opening of solenoid valve leads to turbulent orifice
flow which clears the nitrogen and water from the anode
channels. The downstream purge valve and the upstream
pressure regulator are the only hardware at the anode side
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Fig. 1. Equilibrium scenario in DEA operation (not to scale). The net flux
of nitrogen is from anode to cathode in the channel end-region, as opposed
to other regions. Globally, zero net fluxes of nitrogen and water through the
membrane are achieved at equilibrium.
for a DEA system. As a comparison, conventional flow-
through anode (FTA) fuel cell system depends on a recircu-
lation loop to maintain a high hydrogen utilization, which
requires hydrogen grade plumbing and hardware such as
an ejector/blower, water separator, and hydrogen humidifier.
These components add weight, volume, and expense to the
system. Note that in DEA system, the water crossing through
the membrane humidifies the hydrogen fuel so that anode
inlet humidification can be removed or reduced. In literature
there are studies on improving the FTA system efficiency by
optimizing the bleed rate and air supply [6], [7].
The DEA operation with periodic purge leads to varying
cell voltage within the purge-period and requires additional
power electronic to regulate the decreasing voltage. The
additional complexity of the DEA voltage variability adds the
overall system cost. Motivated by the experimental findings
of [8], the possibility of operating the DEA cell without
purging is analysed here. We address the conditions under
which system equilibrium could be achieved with relatively
stable voltage output under galvanostatic operation, and
how to obtain a reasonable power under such equilibrium
conditions. Voltage equilibrium was indeed observed in prior
experimental studies [9], [10]. These findings motivate our
further investigation by mechanism analysis and simulation
using validated model.
As shown in Fig. 1, a stratified channel distribution with
water and nitrogen in the end can be observed [3] for the
DEA cell. In this case the local nitrogen partial pressure
may easily exceed the cathode. Particularly in the channel
end-region with nitrogen blanketing or hydrogen starvation,
the nitrogen diffuses from the anode to the cathode due to
the difference of its partial pressure as illustrated by the
bottom arrow (positive x-direction). In the upper portion
of the cell with substantial amount of hydrogen and thus
small nitrogen partial pressure, the nitrogen crossover is
from cathode to anode (negative x-direction). The nitrogen
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blanketing front propagates until a global balance of nitrogen
crossover has been achieved, meaning a zero net flux of
nitrogen crossover. Since the nitrogen partial pressure in
the anode is related to all other physical and eletrochem-
ical parameters such as hydrogen partial pressure, local
current and voltage, an equilibrium of nitrogen blanketing
front drives the equilibrium of the whole DEA fuel cell
system. There is a non-linear coupling of anode nitrogen
partial pressure and membrane hydration which introduces
complexity while analyzing such nitrogen equilibrium. The
local electrochemical reaction rate depends on the hydrogen
concentration, or nitrogen concentration due to regulated
anode pressure, and determines the local water generation
rate, which affects the membrane water content. The mem-
brane pemeation coefficient for nitrogen, as a function of
membrane water content and temperature, in turn influences
the local nitrogen crossover rate and the establishment of
nitrogen equilibrium.
In previous work [11], we have shown the effect of
nitrogen accumulation in the anode on the voltage decay
by modeling nitrogen crossover and convective transport
in the anode with diffusion ignored. An one-dimensional,
single-phase and transient model considering both convec-
tion and diffusion has been developed [12] to capture the
spatiotemproral evolution of species and electrochemical
reaction in a DEA cell. The model was further extended
to include the cathode carbon corrosion caused by the anode
fuel starvation and associated irreversible voltage degradation
over time [13]. Recently, the model was improved to be 1+1D
(along channel + through membrane) and two-phase so that
the purge behavior can be predicted more accurately for an
optimization study of purge scheduling [14]. After careful
tuning, the present full-order-model can capture comprehen-
sive mass transport and electrochemical processes in DEA
operation with satisfactory accuracy when compared against
data, which is a useful tool for predicting the equilibrium
behavior [9], but several algebraic constraints, which requires
numerical tools with substantial computational expense to
solve the problem.
In this paper, therefore, we focus on reducing the state
and order of the non-linear system. It is anticipated that
a mathematical analysis can be performed on the reduced
order system to determine the criteria for obtaining the
DEA equilibrium, and the performance under equilibrium.
There are similar works (simulation and analysis) focus-
ing on the fuel cell equilibrium behavior from Benziger’s
group [15], [16], [17], [18]. However, those studies are based
on a stirred-tank-reactor (STR) fuel cells which represents
a simplified version of an operating cell that retains the
essential physics. In their case both anode and cathode
supplies are dry or slightly humidified to comply with the
auto-catalytic concept of STR fuel cell and to create a
scenario for water balance analysis. The effect of convective
transport has been minimized by eliminating the need for
channel flow. Although both STR and DEA cell feature self-
himidification and spatial inhomogeneity, the equilibrium
behavior in DEA cell represents a more complicated scenario
where both diffusion and convection are considered. The
convection leads to the stratified channel distribution of gas
species in the vertically oriented cell. The diffusive transport
in the channel is equally important by moderating the effect
of nitrogen blanketing in the anode channel.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows: our
model has been detailed in prior works [13], [14] with an
overview in this paper, and model validation against the flow-
through polarization and DEA degradation test data will be
presented. It will be shown that the tuned model predicts
the voltage evolution towards equilibrium in DEA operation,
achieving satisfactory agreement with the experimental data.
The model is also used to simulate the nitrogen accumu-
lation towards equilibrium in the anode. After presenting
the equilibrium, we will perform a mathematical analysis on
the criteria for achieving equilibrium. The analysis focuses
on derivation of a single-state and reduced-order system to
describe the nitrogen blanketing front. The solution to the
algebraic equation of nitrogen blanketing front will then
determines the existence of equilibrium in DEA operation.
II. MODEL SUMMARY AND VALIDATION
The present model is 1+1D, two-phase and transient,
which generally captures all transport phenomenon and
reaction kinetics in the vertically oriented DEA cell with
affordable computational expense. The model framework is
reviewed briefly in Table I. The state ni (i=[1,2,3]) denotes
the molar fraction of nitrogen/vapor/oxygen, the hydrogen
molar faction can be then determined since Σni = 1.
There are three liquid water related states in the anode,
s, sctl,an and xfr. The first and second one describe the
liquid volume fraction in the channel and catalyst layer; and
the third one indicates the liquid water front in the GDL.
The governing equation for s includes convection, diffusion,
and source term, which comes from the vapor condensation
and liquid transport from the GDL. Only when xfr reaches
the interface of GDL and channel can the liquid water
enter the channel from the GDL. The state λmb indicates
the membrane water content which is governed by water
balance in the membrane. There is also a state mC capturing
the decreasing cathode carbon mass with time. Finally, cell
voltage (Ecell) and interfacial potential at anode (φAN ) are
two variables constrained by two algebraic equations. All
these states constitute a coupled multi-state second order
non-linear system which requires numerical tool to solve.
The model parameters relevant to the species distribution
in the anode have been tuned in prior works [12], [13]. These
parameters include the nitrogen permeation scale factor,
the oxygen crossover scale factor, and the concentration
parameter for hydrogen reaction which affects the hydrogen
consumption rate. They are kept unchanged whereas two
other sets of parameters are further tuned. The first group is
the cell polarization related parameters: the exchange current
density of oxygen reaction (i0,O2 ) and the contact resistance
(RGDL). The second group is the carbon corrosion related
parameters: the exchange current density of carbon corrosion
(iC) and the power factor for estimating the remaining carbon
(q). The simulation results from tuned model together with
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF MODELING EQUATIONS
State/Variale Governing Equation Reference
ni
Pan
RT
∂(1−s)ni
∂t
= − ∂
∂y
(Ji + niNt) + ri [12], [13]
s ρw
∂s
∂t
= ρwDs
∂2s
∂y2
− ρw
RT
PAN
∂[f(s)Nt(y)]
∂y
+Mw(rV,cond +
Nl,an(x=δGDL)
dch
) [14]
λmb
∂λmb
∂t
= EW
ρmbδmb
(Nw,ca,mb −Nw,an,mb) [19]
xfr
∂xfr,an
∂t
= KLNl,an [19]
mC
∂mC(y,t)
∂t
= −
MC iC,CA
4F
[13]
sctl,an λan = (1− sctl,an)λ
∗ + sctl,anλmax [19]
Ecell, φAN iAN + iCA = 0, ifc =
1
L
∫ L
0 iANdy [13]
the experimental data used for tuning are presented in Figs. 2
and 3.
The polarization performance obtained from flow-through
operation is shown in Fig. 2. The DEA model is used to
predict flow-through operation by assigning a constant to the
flux at the anode outlet Nout [14] so that the desired anode
SR, defined as the ratio of the total enthalpy of consumed
hydrogen over the total fuel cell energy output, is achieved.
The model prediction shows satisfactory agreement with
experimental data. The model can predict the performance
improvement due to increased cathode pressure and RH,
although the difference is limited as cathode pressure in-
creases from 2 to 4 and 10 psig. At elevated current densities,
the model over-estimates the voltage probably because the
influence of liquid water on the oxygen transport in the
cathode channel is not modeled. In the conditions of 100%
cathode supply RH, 2.5 cathode SR, and increased current,
the presence of liquid water in the cathode is inevitable.
When cathode RH has been reduced to 50%, the model
prediction is closer to the experimental data at elevated
current densities. The satisfactory agreement at small current
densities is important since the model is used for studying
DEA operation at low current densities.
Figure 3 illustrates the voltage evolution in three con-
tinuous DEA cycles in the beginning of life (BOL) and
degradation over multiple cycles for two cases with different
cathode supply RH. DEA cycle corresponds to the very
repeatable voltage behavior between two consecutive purges.
In Fig. 3, the agreement of BOL voltage evolution between
two consecutive purges demonstrates the validity of reaction
kinetics and gas transport related parameters. The cell degra-
dation is observed in the voltage after purge, Vap, decreasing
in time shown in the fifth subplot. When cathode RH is
100% the voltage decreases due to the well-predicted carbon
corrosion, whereas when cathode RH is 50% the model
under-estimates the decay. The irreversible voltage loss here
is all attributed to carbon corrosion and associated Pt loss,
which is assumed to be related to the ratio of remaining
carbon versus original carbon mass [13]. Membrane degra-
dation in reality also contributes to the voltage degradation
in a form of polymer chemical decomposition and associated
increased resistance, which proceeds more rapidly when the
cathode is drier (RH 50%) [20]. The membrane degradation
is not considered in the present model and is most likely the
reason for discrepancy between modeling and experimental
data. Fortunately, catactrophic memebrane failure such pin-
hole was not observed in the DEA operation with small
or medium current load [5] which normally leads to rapid
voltage drop and shutdown of the cell under galvanostatic
operation [21].
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Fig. 2. The comparison of polarization performance between modeling
and experimental data for 4 sets of operating conditions. The model can
predict the polarization performance with acceptable accuracy.
The tuned model can predict a stable equilibrium in
DEA operation when the purge is disabled, with satisfactory
agreement as compared to the experimental data. Figure 4
shows two cases that achieved stable equilibrium in the
experiment after ~100 minutes of DEA operation, as well
as the simulation results with the same operating conditions.
The experimental findings indicate that high cathode RH
should be avoided to obtain a stable equilibrium since
liquid accumulation causes localized shutdown. For the same
reason, the cathode pressure was reduced to achieve the
stable equilibrium (2.4 versus 4.0 psig in the anode), since
smaller partial pressure of vapor is favorable for water
diffusion from anode to cathode. The stable equilibrium was
achieved with cathode supply RH of 60%. Generally, the
humidified cathode supply introduces additional complexity
and randomness in DEA equilibrium. For example, the
erratic voltage behavior after reaching equilibrium can be
attributed to liquid water condensation in the channel, which
forms droplets that randomly block the channel before falling
to the bottom of the channel. Humidified cathode supply, on
the other hand, may improve the DEA cell performance by
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Fig. 3. The comparison of cell voltage evolution within three continuous
cycles in the beginning of life and degradation over multiple cycles from
both modeling and experimental data. The operating conditions are: cell
temperature 60 ◦C and cathode supply 50% RH for the first two subplots;
cell temperature 60 ◦C and cathode supply 100% RH for the third and fourth
subplots. The cathode SR is 2.5 and both anode and cathode pressures are
3.8 psig; the current density is 0.4 A/cm2. For a better illustration, the
voltage after purge, Vap, of each cycle is plotted against cycle number to
show the degradation effect in the fifth subplot.
reducing the membrane ionic resistance particularly in the
inlet region, only if the water from reaction is not suffi-
cient to maintain necessary membrane hydration. Therefore,
cathode humidification is usually not critical for improving
performance under equilibrium.
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Fig. 4. The model predicted and experimental voltage evolution towards
equilibrium in DEA operation. The operating conditions are 65◦C cell
temperature, 60% cathode supply RH, 4.0/2.4 psig anode/cathode pressure,
and 2.5 cathode SR. The equilibria have been reached with current density
of 0.2 and 0.3 A/cm2
III. EVOLUTION TOWARDS EQUILIBRIUM
The model predicted spatiotemporal species evolution
towards equilibrium is shown in Fig. 5 in addition to
the voltage evolution. The molar fractions of nitrogen and
hydrogen at times are plotted. Indeed, an equilibrium of
nitrogen distribution in the channel has been established after
~100 minutes of DEA operation, with hydrogen starvation
observed at the channel end. After 2500 s, only slight
changes of molar fraction have been observed. The hydrogen
starvation, or nitrogen blanketing, stops the local reaction
and therefore the convective transport of gas mixture. The
nitrogen blanketing front develops towards the channel inlet
and stops at equilibrium. Thus, it is possible to derive a
reduced order equation pertaining to the nitrogen blanketing
front, which determines the existence of equilibrium. Such
reduced order system would enable the stability analysis as
compared to the full order system in Table I, and guide the
design of flow channel.
Motivated by this expectation, we perform the following
analysis focusing on a criteria for achieving an equilibrium
based on the N2 blanketing front in the anode. As shown
in Table I, the governing equation for N2 in anode channel
(PANN2 ) from the inlet to the nitrogen blanketing front L∗ (yN2
in Fig. 1) is:
1
RT
∂PANN2
∂t
=
∂
∂y
(
DN2
RT
∂PANN2
∂y
−
PANN2 v
RT
)
−KN2
PCAN2 − P
AN
N2
δmbhan
(1)
in which PCAN2 is the N2 partial pressure in the cathode in
Pa, DN2 is the Fickian diffusivity of N2 in m2 s−1, v is the
gas mixture velocity in m s−1, KN2 is the N2 permeation
coefficient in mol Pa−1 m−1 s−1, δmb is the membrane
thickness and han is the anode channel height. Once the
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Fig. 5. The model predicted spatiotemporal N2/H2 molar fraction evolution
towards equilibrium in DEA operation. The operating conditions are 65◦C
cell temperature, 60% cathode supply RH, 4.0/2.4 psig anode/cathode
pressure, 2.5 cathode SR, and 0.2 A/cm2 current density. The molar fractions
at three times, 1000s, 2500s and 18000s, are shown.
operating conditions are given, δmb and han are two design
variables.
From the nitrogen blanketing front L∗ to the channel end,
there is no hydrogen and therefore PANN2 =P
AN
-Psat, where
PAN is the anode pressure and Psat is the vapor saturation
pressure at the given temperature. Oxygen crossover from
cathode is neglected.
There are several assumptions. First, PCAN2 is assumed
to be constant along the cathode channel given the high
stoichiometry ratio in the cathode, namely, the small drop of
N2 partial pressure along the channel is neglected. Second,
the gas mixture velocity v is assumed to be linear along
the channel in order to obtain the analytical solution of
Eq. 1. At the channel inlet y=0, v=vi and at y=L∗, v=0;
therefore v=− vi
L∗
y + vi. Third, the membrane permeation
coefficient KN2 is assumed to be constant along the channel,
that is, the membrane hydration and temperature are constant
along the channel. Finally, DN2 is assumed to be constant
along the channel, which is a normal approach in fuel cell
modeling [22], [23]. The effect of liquid water on diffusivity
is neglected.
The validity of these assumptions is investigated by simu-
lation of the full order system in Table I. As shown in Fig. 6,
PCAN2 indeed shows negligible variation along the channel
under equilibrium. Note that the non-monotonic distribution
comes from a combined effect of local oxygen/vapor partial
pressure determined by local current. Since the cathode pres-
sure is maintained constant, the decreasing oxygen partial
pressure along the channel tends to produce monotonically
increasing partial pressure of nitrogen, whereas the increas-
ing vapor partial pressure leads to an opposite trend. The
turning point in the subplot for PCAN2 indicates the location
where the effect of vapor pressure becomes less dominant
as it approaches to saturation pressure. Gas mixture velocity
v exhibits a quadratic profile along the channel and reaches
zero at L∗, the linear approximation being also reasonable.
However, the permeation coefficient KN2 at the channel end
is two-folded of that at the inlet region, due to the low
RH in the inlet and self-humidification along the channel.
The simplification of constant KN2 is not ideal but useful
in the reduced-order system. In reality, the cathode supply
RH should be increased as much as possible to approach or
achieve uniform membrane hydration and therefore constant
KN2 along the channel.
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Fig. 6. The model predicted PCAN2 , KN2 and v under equilibrium and their
values under assumption (in blue). The operating conditions are 65◦C cell
temperature, 60% cathode supply RH, 4.0/2.4 psig anode/cathode pressure,
2.5 cathode SR, and 0.2 A/cm2 current density.
With these assumptions and steady state condition, Eq. 1
can be simplified:
∂2PANN2
∂y2
+ (
vi
DN2L
∗
y −
vi
DN2
)
∂PANN2
∂y
+(
RTKN2
DN2δmbhan
+
vi
DN2L
∗
)PANN2 −
RTKN2
DN2δmbhan
PCAN2 = 0
(2)
The above equation can be written in a concise form where
C0 to C3 indicate the constant coefficients:
∂2PANN2
∂y2
+ (C3y − C2)
∂PANN2
∂y
+ C1P
AN
N2
+ C0 = 0 (3)
in which C0=−
RTKN2
DN2δmbhan
PCAN2 , C1=
RTKN2
DN2δmbhan
+ vi
DN2L
∗
,
C2= viDN2 , and C3=
vi
DN2L
∗
.
This is a non-linear 2nd order ODE, the exact solution
consists of a homogeneous solution and a particular solution:
PANN2 = Ph + Pp (4)
in this case the particular solution Pp is simply −C0C1 .
Therefore the focus is to find the solution ph to:
∂2PANN2
∂y2
+ (C3y − C2)
∂PANN2
∂y
+ C1P
AN
N2
= 0 (5)
According to Ref. [24], the solution to Eq. 5 can be written
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as:
Ph = k1Φ
( C1
2C3
,
1
2
,−
C3
2
(y − L∗)2
)
+k2y
1
2Φ
( C1
2C3
+
1
2
,
3
2
,−
C3
2
(y − L∗)2
) (6)
in which Φ is the Kummer’s function, k1 and k2 are two
constants to be determined by the boundary conditions, i.e.,
∂PANN2
(0)
∂y
=0, and PANN2 (L
∗)=PAN -Psat.
Having the analytical solution available, an equilibrium of
N2 distribution in the anode can be established by a mass
conservation:
AchKN2
δmbhan
∫ L∗
0
[PCAN2 − P
AN
N2
(y)]dy −
AchKN2
δmbhan
(PAN
−Psat − P
CA
N2
)(Lch − L
∗) = 0 (7)
where Ach is the anode channel cross section area. Eq. 7
states that the average N2 crossover rate in the non-
blanketing region from cathode to anode equals to that in the
blanketing region from anode to cathode. It can be further
simplified to: ∫ L∗
0
PANN2 (y)dy − P
CA
N2
+(PAN − Psat)(Lch − L
∗) = f(L∗) = 0 (8)
The existence of solution to Eq. 8, an algebraic equation,
determines the existence of equilibrium of N2 blanketing
front evolution in the anode. Note that the fuel cell design
variables δmb and han and operating parameters other than
pressure are implicitly shown in Eq. 8 since they enter the
PANN2 (y) function from k1 and k2 via boundary conditions. It
is possible to choose appropriate fuel cell design variables
and operating conditions to obtain the solution to Eq. 8.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we investigated the nitrogn blanketing front
equilibrium in dead-ended anode operation when the purge
is disabled. The equilibrium mechanism can be summarized
as zero net flux of nitrogen crossover through the membrane.
For a wide range of cathode pressure and RH, the simulation
results using tuned model match the experimental data with
satisfactory accuracy. Both simulation using tuned model
and experimental data indicate the voltage evolution towards
equilibrium under certain operating conditions.
We simplified the full-order-model to a second order non-
homogeneous ODE with one state by assuming constant
cathode partial pressure and membrane permeation coeffi-
cient of nitrogen along the channel, as well as a linear profile
of gas mixture velocity in the anode. The ODE was solved to
obtain an algebraic constraint for nitrogen blanketing front
L∗. The existence of solution to this algebraic constraint
becomes a criteria for determining the existence of nitro-
gen blanketing equilibrium. The order reduction approach
shown in this paper aids the equilibrium analysis and guide
the channel/membrane design of a DEA cell, although the
effect of such approach needs further investigation when an
explicit form of solution is found and a comparison with the
numerical simulation of the full-order-model is performed.
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